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Ground Penetrating Radar: water table detection sensitivity to soil water retention properties

Albane Saintenoy and Jan W. Hopmans

Abstract—We are interested in Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) as a geophysical tool useful for determining the depth of the ground water table (GWT) and for monitoring shallow water infiltration in sandy soils. At hydrostatic equilibrium, the water content distribution in a homogeneous unsaturated soil down to the water saturated zone depends on the soil water retention function. A classical way to fit retention curve data is to use the van Genuchten continuous model. Using Finite Difference Time Domain simulations, we study the sensitivity of the GPR signal reflected by a van Genuchten type transition to the hydraulic parameters. We show a power type relationship between the reflected signal amplitude and the slope of the soil retention curve. Furthermore, for simulating GPR reflection data acquired above a transition from unsaturated to saturated soil, we illustrate our approximation depending on the frequency of the radar signal and the abruptness of the retention curve. We use a piece-wise linear model. We test the validity of such an approximation depending on the frequency of the radar signal and the abruptness of the retention curve. We illustrate our results with high resolution GPR data (1600 MHz) acquired above a fluctuating water table in a sand column at the laboratory scale.

I. INTRODUCTION

Soil water content and its depth distribution are determined in part by the soil hydraulic properties. Specifically, the soil water retention curve relates the soil water pressure head, \( h \), to its volumetric water content \( \theta \), and its shape is determined by soil texture and pore size distribution. By definition, the groundwater table (GWT) depth corresponds to the soil depth where the soil water pressure \( h = 0 \), and \( \theta \) is close to the saturated water content \( \theta_s \). The capillary fringe defines the distance above the GWT where the soil remains saturated, despite the soil water pressure being below atmospheric pressure. The value of \( h \) at which the soil desaturates is defined as the air-entry value. As \( h \) decreases further, \( \theta \) decreases, following to a S-shaped curve with an inflection point, towards a soil-specific water content known as the residual water content \( \theta_r \). More details on retention curve and the most commonly used parametric models that are available to fit soil water retention data are available in [1].

The air/water capillary transition zone (CTZ) is defined as the region of sharp decrease of \( \theta \) curve and the most commonly used parametric models that are identified for finer-textured soils where pore size distributions are much more gradual.

GPR reflection measurements have been used successfully to image GWT variations underground in [2], [3], [4], [5] and [6]. The GPR reflectivity of a transition zone above a GWT was discussed in [7], [8] and [9]. Using two-dimensional numerical model simulations of electromagnetic field propagation in soils above a GWT, [7] determined that a GWT can be best detected if the dominant wavelength of the GPR signal is more than 3 times the transition zone thickness. In their study, they used a sinus function to describe the gradual transition between residual and saturated water content in the transition zone. Similarly, using a linear model for the CTZ, [8] concluded that "when the dominant wavelength of the GPR antenna is very long compared to the thickness of the transition layer, its presence is clearly of no importance”.

Those studies are in contradiction with results from [9], [6] and [10]. In [9], the authors investigated numerically the 1 GHz GPR signal reflected by an approximately 1 m thickness CTZ. They also validated their study with some field data for which borehole data were available along the GPR acquisition line. Their conclusion is that the GPR signal reflected by the CTZ does not occur from the phreatic water level, where \( h = 0 \), but appears to come from the depth level where the capillary pressure-water saturation curves show maximum curvature. They used the empirical expression from Brooks and Corey [11] to model the saturation dependence of the soil water pressure that includes a discontinuity in the first derivative at the air-entry point.

Application of surface GPR to monitor water injection into a sandy soil using a 800 MHz antenna was described in [6]. Since the transition zone of this sandy soil was approximately 25 cm, the GPR wavelength was about two third of the transition zone thickness, assuming a background velocity of 0.1 m/ns. Though this was not in full agreement with the recommended relation in [7] and [8], reflections associated with soil water content variations appeared clearly in [6].

Lambot et al [10] showed a controlled field study where they were able to reconstruct the water retention curve by full waveform inversion of monostatic off ground GPR data. They demonstrated that GPR data with a frequency bandwidth from 800 MHz to 2.8 GHz contain sufficient information to detect the water table. They performed full waveform inversion to find the water retention curve parameters using the Mualem van Genuchten model. However, trying a simplified three-layered dielectric profile, large errors are observed for the second and the third layers. They attributed those errors to high noise in the measurements and to the simplifying assumptions
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in this model.

With these preceding studies in mind, we present in this paper numerical experiments to investigate the relation between a high frequency GPR reflected signal and the retention curve characteristics of a medium-textured sand modeled by a van Genuchten model. We also study the effect of using a simplified piece-wise linear model on the GPR reflected signal. We will confirm our results with experimental data acquired with a 1600 MHz antenna above a changing GWT in a 60 cm tall and 45 cm diameter sand column.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. The Van Genuchten Retention Curve

The most common parametric model used to fit soil water retention data is the van Genuchten function [12],

$$\Theta = \frac{\theta - \theta_r}{\theta_s - \theta_r} = \left(\frac{1}{1 + (\alpha|h|)^n}\right)^{1-\frac{1}{n}}, \tag{1}$$

where \(\Theta\) is the normalized soil water content, \(\theta\) is the equilibrium water content (cm\(^3\) cm\(^{-3}\)) for a given soil water matric head \(h\) (cm) at any point in the soil column, \(\theta_r\) and \(\theta_s\) are the residual and saturated water content values, respectively, and \(\alpha\) (1/m) and \(n\) are fitting parameters. The parameter \(\alpha\) has an effect on the air-entry value. The parameter \(n\) is related to the slope of the transition zone. High \(n\) values imply small transition thickness. We evaluate its effect on the GPR reflection coming from a GWT with the following numerical simulations.

B. The Dielectric Mixing Model

In order to simulate the GPR signal propagating through a material with a given retention curve above the GWT, a relation between the dielectric permittivity \(\varepsilon\) and the soil water content \(\theta\) is needed. For that purpose, we assumed the dielectric mixing model of [13] to be valid. In this model, the bulk permittivity of an isotropic soil-water-air soil system, \(\varepsilon\), is expressed by the Complex Refractive Index Model, or

$$\varepsilon = \phi(\sqrt{\varepsilon_w} - 1) + (1 - \phi)\sqrt{\varepsilon_s + \phi}, \tag{2}$$

where \(\phi\) is the estimated soil porosity, and \(\varepsilon_w\) and \(\varepsilon_s\) are the dielectric permittivity values of water and soil particles.

Further on, all dielectric permittivity values are given relative to its value in free space, that is 8.854 10-12 F/m. We use \(\varepsilon_s = 3.89\) as the dielectric constant for sand, as reported by [14], and \(\varepsilon_w = 80.1\) as the dielectric constant value of water at 20°C. In all of our analysis, we assume that changes in magnetic permeability are negligible, by setting the relative magnetic permeability to 1.0 for all simulations. We set electrical conductivity to be 0 S/m.

C. Numerical Modeling

Electromagnetic simulations were conducted using GprMax2d [15]. This numerical code uses a finite difference scheme to simulate the propagation of an electromagnetic wave in two or three dimensions. We restricted the modeling to two dimensions only. The radar source was modeled by the classical Ricker waveform (second derivative of a Gaussian function), centered at 1100 MHz (central frequency of the experimental data presented at the end of this paper).
All GPR simulations were conducted using a spatial mesh of 2 mm squared grids for a 2.2 m wide and 2.6 m height soil domain. The computational time step used was $4.7 \times 10^{-12}$ s. The model domain consisted of a 2 m thick air layer, above a 60 cm deep soil, using 301 soil layers of 2 mm thickness each. The bottom of the model domain included a 2 mm thick Perfect Electrical Conductive layer. The strong reflection on this layer will be used as a marker of the bottom of the model. Simulations were conducted using dielectric values derived from water content variations using (2), assuming a water content distribution resulting from hydraulic equilibrium with a GWT depth of 70 cm. Results were compared using various soil water retention functions (RC1 to RC13 in Table I) displayed on Fig. 2. The dielectric permittivity variations in depth are displayed in Fig. 3.

### III. Sensitivity Analysis

#### A. Sensitivity to the parameter $n$

Differences between retention curves RC1 to RC9 (Table I) are determined by the $n$ value. The parameter $n$ varies from 5 in RC1 up to 250 in RC9. The value of $n$ affects the abruptness of the transition zone as illustrated in Fig. 2. The higher $n$ is, the closer the retention curve is similar to the step function RC13. The traces simulated assuming a GPR acquisition above a 60 cm thick soil presenting those retention curves (GWT depth at 70 cm) are shown on Fig. 4. No gain is applied to allow for amplitude comparison between traces. The velocity is inversely proportional to the square-root of the permittivity. The arrival time of the reflection on the underlying PEC layer varies depending on the retention curve used to create the permittivity profile, but there is no major amplitude differences. The time delay would be much more sensitive to $(\theta_s - \theta_r)$ and $\alpha$.

![Fig. 4. Simulated traces resulting from retention curve models RC1 (trace 1) to RC9 (trace 9) and RC13 (trace 10) as described on Table I.](image)

As we are interested in the reflection of the transition zone, we window the part of the data between 4 and 10 ns (Fig. 5). The reflected signal is wider as the parameter $n$ is smaller (Fig. 5). The arrival time of the minimum trough is equal in all simulated traces except when using RC1 due to the noise. Knowing the velocity distribution from permittivity profiles, we can convert our arrival time to depth and show that the trough corresponds to the inflection points of all used van Genuchten curves, corrobating Nguyen et al.’s conclusion [9]. This can be explained by considering the reflections as the convolution of the reflectivity curve and the source signal.

We called $A_n$ the ratio between the amplitude of the reflection for a given retention curve and the amplitude for the step function RC13. In order to highlight the effect of $n$ on the amplitude of the reflection, Fig. 6 shows the ratio $A_n$ in relation with the parameter $n$. For $n < 50$, as measured in most soils, the relation is fitted by an exponential function as

$$A_n = n^2 10^{-4}.$$  

The amplitude of the GPR signal reflected on the CTZ is less than a third of the one created by the step function. This explains why [7] and [8] conclude that the GPR signal wavelength should be higher than the CTZ thickness for best GWT imaging. However it does not mean that this reflected

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Curve type</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\theta_s$</td>
<td>$\theta_r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC1</td>
<td>vG</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC2</td>
<td>vG</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC3</td>
<td>vG</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC4</td>
<td>vG</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC5</td>
<td>vG</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC6</td>
<td>vG</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC7</td>
<td>vG</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC8</td>
<td>vG</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC9</td>
<td>vG</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC10</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC11</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC12</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC13</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The closer the retention curve is similar to the step function RC13 (trace 10). This scaling emphasizes the shape of the reflection of the transition zone for small values of $n$. The reflected signal is wider as the parameter $n$ is smaller (Fig. 5). The amplitude of the reflected signal is blurred by the noise.
signal does not exist or that the wave has been attenuated in the unsaturated zone as said in [10].

B. Piecewise Linear Model Approximations

For simulating GPR reflection data acquired above a transition from unsaturated to saturated soil, geophysicists approximate the soil water retention curve by a piece-wise linear model as in [8]. To test the validity of such an approximation, we considered two different piece-wise linear models to describe the transition zone. In the first model, we considered a linear decrease of the water content from \( \theta_s \) down to \( \theta_r \) when \( h \) varies from its air-entry value down to its value when the soil has a residual water content. Using this approach, the van Genuchten retention curve RC3 has been approximated by RC10 (Fig. 2). A second model consisted in taking the linear transition piece tangent to the S-shape transition zone (equaling the slope of the linear decrease and the derivative of the S-shape curve at its inflection point). With this method, RC3 was approximated by RC11 and RC5 by RC12 in Fig. 2.

The resulting simulated traces are displayed in Fig. 7 (with no gain) and a close-up is on Fig. 8 (using a normalization to equal the reflection on the step function). Clearly, traces 1, 2 and 3 are different. Each change of slope in the piece-wise models is creating a reflection in the GPR data. This is not the case when considering a van Genuchten curve.

The piece-wise linear model is improving when considering RC5 with \( n = 50 \). The transition thickness associated with RC5 is small enough in comparison with the GPR signal wavelength and the shape of the reflected signal becomes similar between traces 4, 5 and 6 of Fig. 8. There remains a difference in the amplitude (Fig. 7).

IV. LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

A fluctuating water table experiment was conducted in a 45-cm diameter and 60-cm tall polyvinyl chloride (PVC) column. The column was filled with a 30 mesh Monterey sand (RMC, Natural Monterey Beach Sand, Cemix, Pleasanton, CA 94566), that is typically used for sandblasting purposes. Based on sieve analysis results, it was determined that 83% of the sand grains were between 0.25 mm and 0.5 mm. The column was placed on a laboratory bench in a constant temperature room at about 20 C. Prior to filling the column, we installed interconnected porous sintered glass tubes at the bottom of the tank, allowing GWT depth control. A separate porous tube was placed at the bottom and connected to a water manometer, to ensure hydraulic equilibrium between changing GWT levels.

To support our work, we show in Fig. 9 the recorded traces by a Mala Ramac 1600 MHz antenna placed on top of the sand column for different GWT depths. Fig. 9 compares measured (near column wall) with simulated traces (RC3) for 15 GWT steps. For best visualisation, each trace is normalized to its maximum amplitude, amplitudes are clipped to 90% of their maximum amplitude and the real traces are scaled by 0.3. As the GWT depth increases, the water content inside the column decreases and the average travel velocity across the column increases, as attenuation is decreasing. Therefore, the reflection at the PEC layer (encircled with green dashes) is arriving earlier with a higher amplitude for the deeper GWT.
When the GWT depth varies from 47 to 85 cm, we detect the signal trough for the simulated traces with corresponding delay times ranging between 2 ns to 8 ns. Knowing the model used for the simulation, it was confirmed that the arrival time of the troughs corresponds to the time needed to travel from the surface to the inflection point of the water content distribution, as determined by the soil water retention curve. Even with the low signal to noise ratio in the real data, each position of the reflection on the simulated traces correlates to a zone of higher amplitude in the real data.

V. CONCLUSION

When acquiring GPR data above a sandy soil with a shallow GWT, the retention curve plays a significant role. The source of the GPR reflection event is the variation in dielectric permittivity that occurs above the GWT. In contrast, the GWT is defined as the depth where the pressure head is zero. These two features can only be connected through knowledge of the soil water retention properties such as the van Genuchten parameters $\alpha$, $n$, $\theta_r$, and $\theta_s$.

Using Finite Difference Time Domain simulations with a Ricker wave centered on 1100 MHz, we studied the sensitivity of the GPR signal reflected by the van Genuchten type transition to the hydraulic parameters. We show a power type relationship between the reflected signal amplitude and the $n$ parameter. The effect of the $n$ parameter on the amplitude of the reflection above a transition from water unsaturated to saturated sand demonstrates that a GWT is not always detectable by using high frequency GPR, especially for finer-textured soils such as loams and clays.

When the CTZ thickness is of the same order as the wavelength of the sounding wave, piecewise linear approximation of the retention curve is misleading and may cause an inaccurate GWT depth estimation. Each change of slope in the piece-wise models is creating a reflection in the GPR data and the resulting signal is the sum of those delayed reflections. When the CTZ thickness is small enough compare to the probing signal wavelength, the difference in the reflected signal from piece-wise linear, van Genuchten or step models is diminishing.

When detectable, the maximum of the reflected signal envelope is related to the position of the inflection point of the S-shape transition curve. The retention curve needs to be estimated to allow detection of the GWT, relatively to the position of the inflection point. The amplitude of the reflection is highly sensitive to $n$, but the water content range ($\theta_r - \theta_s$) and the parameter $\alpha$ must be estimated independently from the GPR reflected signal. The laboratory experiment confirms the simulation results, when using a 1600 MHz antenna for a sandy soil with a transition zone thickness that is of the same magnitude as the GPR wavelength.
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